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1. Introduction 

1.1. This rebuttal proof of evidence has been prepared on behalf of West 

Yorkshire Combined Authority and Leeds City Council (together “the 

Promoters”) to respond to particular aspects of the Proof of Evidence of Mr 

Wilkins submitted on behalf of the Leeds College of Art which was received 

by the Promoters on 2 April 2014.   

1.2. It is not intended that this rebuttal proof should address points that witnesses 

for the Promoters have already covered in their evidence; however, cross-

references to relevant paragraphs of those witnesses’ proofs of evidence are 

given below, where appropriate.  

1.3. Chapter 2 of this rebuttal proof responds to various Transport Assessment 

issues raised in the Proof of Evidence of Mr Wilkins. 

1.4. It is intended that this rebuttal proof should be a composite response by the 

Promoters to those new points raised in the evidence of Mr Wilkins. In this 

respect, the name of the Promoters’ witness who is responsible for each 

aspect of this rebuttal proof is given at the beginning of each section below. 

1.5. Each of the Promoters’ witnesses who have contributed to this rebuttal 

confirm that they believe the facts and opinions they have stated to be true 

and where applicable, their evidence conforms to the standards and 

requirements of their professional bodies. 
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2. Response to Points Raised 

Rebuttal Argument 1: 

The Revised Junction Results In Significant Townscape Harm  

2.1. Response prepared by Mr Walker to Mr Wilkins (Appendix SCW 6) on an 

alternative highway arrangement for the Blenheim Walk, St Marks Road and 

Woodhouse Lane Junction.  

2.1.1. The alternative scheme would require the demolition or partial 

demolition of at least 6 properties to the south of Blenheim Walk. 

These form a key corner, provide active frontage to the junction 

and make a positive contribution to the Conservation Area and are 

therefore important in townscape terms. Their demolition would 

leave a blank gable and open up views of the backs of properties to 

Blenheim Walk. In my view their demolition would result in 

significant adverse townscape impact that far outweighs the benefit 

of retaining an area of open space in front of the college.  

Rebuttal Argument 2: 

Leeds College of Art Frontage area 

2.2. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins assertion in paragraph 1.9 

that the NGT proposals at the St Marks Road / Woodhouse Lane / Blenheim 

Walk junction will result in a significant reduction in the highway verge and 

public realm area and the only communal outside seating area for the 

campus. 

2.2.1. This is covered on pages 17 to 18 in paragraphs 4.2.11 to 4.2.13 of 

my Proof of Evidence (APP 3-2). I can confirm that, following 

consultation with Leeds College of Art the design has been 

amended to reduce the outbound traffic lanes from 3 to 2 at the St 

Marks Road junction.  This has resulted in a reduction in the land 

required from the College of Art and the proposals no longer affect 

the communal seating area.   
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2.2.2. In addition the alignment of St Mark’s Road is proposed to move 

5.4m further away from the northern frontage of the College of Art 

buildings and additional land is to be made available as mitigation 

for land lost on Blenheim Walk.  This creates an area of 279m2 and 

if this was included within the College of Art site it would result in a 

net increase of 25m2. 

2.2.3. It should be noted that the NGT scheme is not seeking to acquire 

the full area of frontage available to the College of Art on the 

Blenheim Walk and significant alterations to the designs have been 

made to ensure that an equal, and in fact greater than existing, 

area of land is made available to College for use as a communal 

area.  The area of frontage which NGT is seeking to acquire 

includes a strip of grassed area, a thin strip of paving and part of 

the hard standing area in the vicinity of the ‘folly’. 

Rebuttal Argument 3: 

Increase in traffic on Blenheim Walk 

2.3. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins assertion in paragraph 1.9 

that the NGT proposals at the St Marks Road / Woodhouse Lane / Blenheim 

Walk junction will result in an increase of traffic flows on Blenheim Walk of 

approximately 1000 vehicles in the PM period and 1250 vehicles in the AM 

period. 

2.3.1. It is accepted that the traffic flow on Blenheim Walk will increase 

broadly in line with the figures suggested by Mr Wilkins due to the 

NGT proposals; however this is a relocation of traffic that currently 

flows through the junction rather than generation of new trips.  The 

outbound traffic currently passes through the junction within 

approximately 40m of the College of Art building and will move to 

within approximately 15m of the College of Art building with NGT 

proposals. 
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2.3.2. It should be noted that the College of Art is located on a busy road 

junction of Blenheim Walk / St Mark’s Road and Woodhouse Lane 

and is therefore currently affected by passing and queuing traffic, 

particularly during the peak periods.   

Rebuttal Argument 4: 

Retention of existing highway layout on Woodhouse Lane and Blenheim Walk 

2.4. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 1.22 

that the Transport Assessment does not adequately assess the retention of 

the existing general traffic and bus routing arrangements on the A660 

corridor on Woodhouse Lane and Blenheim Walk.  Further detail on this 

alternative proposal is included in section 4 of Mr Wilkins’ Proof of Evidence. 

2.4.1. The University Area traffic management is covered on pages 70 to 

71 in paragraphs 6.8.1 to 6.8.7 of my Proof of Evidence (APP 3-2). 

2.4.2. There is significant pedestrian activity on the A660 Woodhouse 

Lane between the junction with St Mark’s Road and Blenheim 

Walk, and the junction with Portland Lane.  This activity is mainly 

due to the presence of the University of Leeds,  Leeds Metropolitan 

university and other educational establishments which result in the 

movement of large numbers of students to and from these facilities. 

In addition there is a large amount of frontage activity in the form of 

retail and commercial premises, including banks, restaurants, 

cafes, bakeries, pharmacies, book shops along this section of 

Woodhouse Lane.  This profusion of facilities, along with a large 

source of pedestrians from the Universities, leads to many 

pedestrian desire lines and movements across the corridor.   

2.4.3. In contrast there is little frontage activity on Blenheim Walk, apart 

from two commercial properties at the junction with St Marks Road 

and the Leeds College of Art campus.  The eastern side of 

Blenheim Walk provides access to the Leeds College of Art car 

park and Leeds Student Medical Practice car park, otherwise this 
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side of Blenheim Walk is dominated by low walls and boundary 

treatments consisting of soft landscaping.  The western side of 

Blenheim Walk is fronted onto by the Gable ends of properties on 

the streets leading off, of Back Blenheim Terrace.  There are 

priority junctions with Marlborough Gardens and Blandford 

Gardens, otherwise this side of Blenheim Walk is again dominated 

by low walls, soft landscaping and wide verges.  Objectively the 

level of pedestrian volumes on Blenheim Walk are low, particularly 

when compared with Woodhouse Lane.  

2.4.4. It is apparent that the Woodhouse Lane (western leg) corridor 

between Portland Way and St Marks Road is not well suited to 

accommodate through traffic due to the large number of pedestrian 

movements and frontage activity. However, due to the low 

pedestrian flows and relatively less frontage activity on Blenheim 

Walk, this street is a more suitable corridor to facilitate the 

movement of through traffic, both northbound and southbound 

between the St Marks Road junction and the Portland Way 

junction. 

2.4.5. The provision of a cohesive and well defined two-way NGT route 

on Woodhouse Lane (western leg), between the St Marks Road 

junction and the Portland Way junction, will assist in achieving clear 

NGT legibility along this important section of the corridor.   

2.4.6. The NGT proposals to relocate the northbound through traffic onto 

Blenheim Walk will allow public realm and other improvements to 

be made on the Woodhouse Lane corridor, between the St Marks 

Road junction and the Portland Way junction, providing better 

quality pedestrian, cycle and public transport links towards the City 

Centre.  It should be noted that these improvements will also 

benefit students and staff from Leeds College of Art who are 

walking or cycling between the campus and the City Centre.  
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2.4.7. The main Leeds College of Art campus on Blenheim Walk and the 

City Centre campuses on Cookridge Street and Vernon Place 

would be connected by the NGT system, with stops provided at the 

University NGT stop, Leeds Metropolitan University and on 

Cookridge Street at the Arena NGT stop. 

Rebuttal Argument 5: 

Existing A58 (M) western over bridge  

2.1. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 4.24 to 

4.26 that the existing A58 (M) western over bridge could be widened to three 

lanes to facilitate the provision of an inbound bus lane, in addition to the 

existing outbound bus lane and general traffic lane. 

2.1.1. During the route development phase of the NGT scheme a similar 

option to that suggested by Mr Wilkins was investigated along with 

other options for the Woodhouse Lane (western leg) Bridge; these 

were: 

 Option 1a) widening of the existing bridge to the east 

 Option 1b) widening of the existing bridge to the west 

 Option 2) complete replacement of the bridge with a widened 
structure 

 Option 3) utilising the existing highway bridge for 3 traffic lanes 
and constructing new footbridges to the immediate east and 
west of this.   

2.1.2. The study (Mott MacDonald report 312694/RPT34 Rev A [G-4-92]) 

concluded that Option 2 provided the best balance of engineering 

and urban design and with lower costs than Option 3. This solution 

was subsequently superseded by the wider area traffic 

management solution included within DF7 and this is described in 

section 6.8 of my Proof (APP 3-2).    
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Rebuttal Argument 6: 

Northbound existing dedicated bus lane on the A660 Woodhouse Lane 

2.2. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 4.6 

that the northbound existing dedicated bus lane on the A660 Woodhouse 

Lane could be retained and provide a facility for NGT, general buses and 

cyclists. 

2.2.1. As Mr Wilkins notes in paragraph 4.2 the existing outbound bus 

lane operates in the peak periods only.  In actual fact the bus lane 

operates only in the afternoon peak period, between the hours of 

1600 and 1830, and only between Monday and Friday.  The NGT 

proposals seek to provide priority for NGT and other buses 24 

hours a day and seven days a week on the A660 Woodhouse 

Lane.  It would not be possible to achieve a 24 hour bus lane 

northbound on the A660 Woodhouse Lane with the existing traffic 

arrangements as there is a requirement for general traffic to use 

the bus lane outside of the afternoon peak period.  Removing the 

northbound through traffic to Blenheim Walk allows significant 

benefits to be realised throughout the day for northbound NGT 

vehicles and buses. 

2.2.2. The existing bus lane on the A660 Woodhouse Lane is currently 

between 3m and 3.5m wide between the Portland Way and St 

Marks Road junctions.  This is below the minimum width of 4m for a 

bus and cycle lane, as identified in LTN 02/08.  Therefore the 

existing bus lane is sub-standard to be utilised as a shared bus and 

cycle lane, which may potentially cause road safety issues.  The 

NGT proposals seek to provide traffic lanes on the A660 

Woodhouse Lane which are at least 4.2m wide, giving sufficient 

and safe width for cyclists to share this corridor with NGT vehicles, 

buses and access traffic. 
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Rebuttal Argument 7: 

Signals at the A660 Woodhouse Lane (eastern leg) junction 

2.3. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 4.9 

that the signals at the A660 Woodhouse Lane (eastern leg) junction with the 

A58(M) on slip road would not be required if the northbound traffic flows were 

maintained on the western leg of the A660 Woodhouse Lane. 

2.3.1. Currently northbound traffic from the City Centre which wishes to 

access the A58(M) eastbound is required to proceed along 

Woodhouse Lane (western leg) via the western over bridge, turn 

right onto Blackman Lane and then turn right again onto the A660 

Woodhouse Lane (eastern leg) before then taking a left slip road to 

gain access to the A58(M).  This is a fairly convoluted route and 

takes traffic for the A58(M) eastbound past a number of commercial 

and residential properties, a church (Blenheim Church), a school 

(Blenheim Primary School) and a campus of Leeds Metropolitan 

University (Broadcasting Place).  By taking the outbound traffic 

over the eastern over bridge and providing signals at the A660 

Woodhouse Lane (eastern leg) junction with the A58(M) on slip 

road, this removes the current convoluted route and reduces the 

level of traffic past the sensitive receptors mentioned above. 

Rebuttal Argument 8: 

NGT vehicles and service buses turning right from the A660 Woodhouse Lane 

2.4. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 4.14 

that NGT vehicles and service buses turning right from the A660 Woodhouse 

Lane north of St Mark’s Road would have to give way to outbound through 

traffic on the A660. 

2.4.1. The right turn (southbound) for NGT, buses and access traffic from 

the A660 Woodhouse Lane onto the A660 Woodhouse Lane, past 

Leeds University, is to be controlled by traffic signal lights.  As such 
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there would not be a give way between the above mentioned right 

turn and outbound traffic on Blenheim Walk. 

Rebuttal Argument 9: 

Consideration of alternative arrangements for delivering two-way traffic on Blenheim 

Walk 

2.5. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 1.23 

that the Transport Assessment does not consider alternative arrangements 

for delivering two-way traffic on the A660 Blenheim Walk along the Leeds 

College of Art frontage, through the acquisition of property on the west side 

of Blenheim Walk.  Further details of this alternative proposal are provided in 

section 5 of Mr Wilkins’ Proof of Evidence. 

2.6. Mr Wilkins states in paragraph 5.8 that widening of the road on its western 

side would result in the need to acquire in the order of 7 properties.   

2.6.1. I agree with Mr Wilkins that the alternative junction design as 

presented on Bryan G Hall drawing No. 13/400/TR/002/Rev B 

would require the acquisition and demolition of 7 existing 

properties.  It also would also impact on the land and gardens of 

several other properties.   

2.6.2. I agree with Mr Wilkins that (as he states in his paragraph 5.8) it 

would be difficult to justify the acquisition of these properties, but 

not for the reason he states.  It would appear that the acquisition 

and demolition of these properties would be required in order to 

maintain an existing wide highway verge and area of hard standing 

on the eastern side of Blenheim Walk, in front of the College of Art.  

The acquisition and demolition of these properties would have 

significantly more impact than the current DF7 scheme including 

land take, loss of the street frontage and the extinguishment of 

several businesses. 
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2.6.3. In addition the plans as submitted by Bryan G Hall show that the 

additional land created by the realignment of St Marks Road would 

remain within this scheme.  Therefore the College of Art would 

retain all of the land it owns on Blenheim Walk, and the section of 

current highway verge (adopted highway), whilst benefiting from 

additional land on St Marks Road.  The College of Art would 

therefore gain substantially in terms of land area around their 

property whilst 7 properties are demolished.   

2.6.4. Mr Wilkins states in paragraph 5.9 that the alternative junction 

designs as shown in Bryan G Hall drawing No. 13/400/TR/002/Rev 

B would provide a better alignment through the junction for 

northbound traffic. The NGT proposals provide a satisfactory 

alignment through the junction and the northbound geometry has 

been designed to introduce a left and right curve to help slow down 

through traffic which is emerging from Blenheim Walk onto 

Woodhouse Lane. This is important as northbound traffic is 

entering an area on the edge of the University of Leeds campus 

with large pedestrian movements including across the street.  

Rebuttal Argument 10: 

Road Safety implications for introducing two-way traffic on Blenheim Walk 

2.7. Response prepared by Mr Smith to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 1.24 

that he does not consider that the road safety implications of introducing two 

way traffic on Blenheim Walk have been adequately assessed. 

2.7.1. This is covered in paragraphs 10.33.1 to 10.33.5 of my Proof of 

Evidence (APP 3-2). 

2.7.2. In paragraph 1.24 Mr Wilkins makes reference to additional 

junctions to be introduced on Blenheim Walk as part of the NGT 

scheme, between St Mark’s Road and Blenheim Walk.  It should be 

noted that these new junctions would be priority junctions and not 

signal controlled junctions.  In addition the proposals seek to 
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introduce 4 new junctions to provide access to the streets between 

Blenheim Walk and Back Blenheim Terrace. 

Rebuttal Argument 11: 

Existing limited movement junctions on Blenheim Walk are to be converted to all 

movement junctions  

2.8. Response prepared by Mr Smith to comments made by Mr Wilkins (in 

paragraph 1.24) that several existing limited movement junctions on 

Blenheim Walk are to be converted to all movement junctions.  It should be 

noted that these junctions are currently limited movement junctions as 

Blenheim Walk is currently one-way only.  With the change to two-way 

operation in the NGT scheme there is the opportunity to allow these junctions 

to become all movement junctions.  This change would benefit local 

residents as it would allow easier access and egress to these streets. In 

addition the NGT scheme proposes that the College of Art car park on 

Blenheim Walk is to be converted from limited movement access to an all 

movement access. It is considered that this would provide access benefits to 

the College of Art. 

2.8.1. The NGT proposals show a two stage crossing movement on 

Blenheim Walk which is equivalent to the crossing facilities 

currently being installed.  This provides the same level of 

pedestrian priority across Blenheim Walk as the facilities currently 

being implemented at the junction. 

2.8.2. The facilities currently being installed show that the crossing of St 

Marks Road will be via three crossing movements, involving 

crossing facilities marked L, M and N on the plan shown in 

Appendix SCW 3. The NGT proposals will simplify the crossing 

movements on St Marks Road from 3 movements to 2 movements. 

2.8.3. The facilities currently being installed at the St Mark’s Road / 

Blenheim Road junction are to be operated on a three stage traffic 

cycle.  The proposed NGT scheme for the junction would be 
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operated on a two stage traffic cycle.  As many of the pedestrian 

crossings run in parallel with a traffic stage this will mean that the 

pedestrian crossing will have longer on a green man aspect than 

for the three stage traffic operation.  This will increase the amount 

of time that pedestrians will have to use the crossing facilities. 

Rebuttal Argument 12: 

Volume of pedestrians crossing junction in the peak periods  

2.9. Response prepared by Mr Robertson to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 

6.7 to 6.12 that an assessment of the volume of pedestrians crossing this 

junction in the peak periods has not been undertaken. He goes on to state 

that there is a risk that large groups of pedestrians will not be able to be 

accommodated on the traffic islands and that the NGT proposals will result in 

a significant reduction in the standard of pedestrian facilities. 

2.9.1. The Blenheim Walk splitter island is sufficient to accommodate the 

187 pedestrians Mr Wilkins has counted using the crossing in an 

hour. 

2.9.2. The island is proposed to have approximately 24m2 of hard 

standing waiting space and with an average of 20 pedestrians 

crossing per signal cycle, as stated in paragraph 6.10 of Mr Wilkins 

Proof of Evidence, this would give approximately 1.2m2 of space 

per person.  The level of pedestrian congestion on a footway is 

often assessed using Fruin’s Level of Service categories. This 

gives a measure of the pedestrian freedom to walk at his/her 

chosen speed and pass others – a measure of pedestrian 

congestion and convenience. According to the Level of Service 

concept this would equate to a Level of Service category of A for a 

queuing area although I recognise that it is on the boundary of 

category A (standing and free circulation through the queuing area 

possible without disturbing others within the queue) and B 

(standing and partially restricted circulation to avoid disturbing 
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others within the queue is possible).  It should be noted that Level 

of Service of categories extend from A down to category F (heavily 

congested with nearly all persons in direct physical contact).  Even 

if a conservative view on pedestrian numbers were to be assumed 

the Level of Service Category would be B (standing and partially 

restricted circulation to avoid disturbing others within the queue is 

possible). It is therefore considered that the width of the waiting 

areas on the pedestrian refuge islands is sufficient to cope with the 

peak 10 minute pedestrian demand in this location. 

2.9.3. As stated before, the pedestrian crossing facilities which are 

currently being installed at the junction allow crossing of Blenheim 

Walk via two pedestrian crossing movements.  Pedestrians would 

be required to cross to a triangular traffic island in order to cross 

Blenheim Walk.  The space available on this traffic island is slightly 

smaller that the traffic island proposed on Blenheim Walk in the 

NGT DF7 P4 design.  Additionally the triangular traffic island 

currently being implemented will need to service the demand of 

both the pedestrian movement across Blenheim Walk and the 

pedestrian movement across St Marks Road.  The traffic island 

proposed for the NGT scheme on Blenheim Walk will only need to 

service the demand of pedestrians crossing Blenheim Walk.  

Therefore the NGT proposals are an improvement compared to the 

traffic island currently being installed by Leeds City Council.  
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Rebuttal Argument 13: 

Splitter Island provided on the A660 Woodhouse Lane  

2.10. Response prepared by Mr Robertson to Mr Wilkins’ assertion in paragraph 

6.13 that the small splitter island provided on the A660 Woodhouse Lane 

between the northbound left turn from Blenheim Walk and the ahead 

movement from St Marks Road would be too small to service the anticipated 

pedestrian demand. 

2.10.1. Mr Wilkins is concerned about the size of the triangular splitter 

island opposite St Marks Road.  Mr Wilkins has not considered the 

length of green time that the two sides of the crossing get, and that 

most pedestrians will just walk straight across.  It would be possible 

to design the junction without this island, but it has been provided 

to be a helpful staging point for pedestrians, to provide two shorter 

crossings and give each one additional green time.  The proposed 

facility gives pedestrians significantly more green time than the 

existing design across this point. 

Rebuttal Argument 14: 

Creation of additional and ‘all movement’ junctions on Blenheim Walk  

2.11. Response prepared by Mr Smith to concerns outlined by Mr Wilkins in 

paragraph 6.15 to 6.23, that the creation of additional and ‘all movement’ 

junctions on Blenheim Walk will have implications in terms of road safety. 

2.11.1. This is covered on pages 155 to 156 in paragraphs 10.33.1 to 

10.33.5 of my Proof of Evidence. This is additionally covered earlier 

in this rebuttal evidence. 

2.11.2. Mr Wilkins outlines his concerns in paragraph 6.24 to 6.27 that the 

alignment of the northbound movement on A660 between Blenheim 

Walk and Woodhouse Lane at the St Mark’s road junction is 

unsatisfactory. This is covered earlier in this rebuttal evidence. 

 


